Anterior Shoulder Instability in the Military Athlete
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Context: Given its young, predominately male demographics and intense physical demands, the US military remains an ideal cohort for the study of anterior shoulder instability.

Evidence Acquisition: A literature search of PubMed, MEDLINE, and the Cochrane Database was performed to identify all peer-reviewed publications from 1950 to 2016 from US military orthopaedic surgeons focusing on the management of anterior shoulder instability.

Study Design: Clinical review.

Level of Evidence: Level 4.

Results: The incidence of anterior shoulder instability events in the military occurs at an order of magnitude greater than in civilian populations, with rates as high as 3% per year among high-risk groups. With more than 90% risk of a Bankart lesion and high risk for instability recurrence, the military has advocated for early intervention of first-time shoulder instability while documenting up to 76% relative risk reduction versus nonoperative treatment. Preoperative evaluation with advanced radiographic imaging should be used to evaluate for attritional bone loss or “off-track” engaging defects to guide comprehensive surgical management. With complex recurrent shoulder instability and/or cases of clinically significant osseous lesions, potential options such as remplissage, anterior open capsular procedures, or bone augmentation procedures may be preferentially considered.

Conclusion: Careful risk stratification, clinical evaluation, and selective surgical management for at-risk military patients with anterior shoulder instability can optimize the recurrence risk and functional outcome in this population.
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With minimal bony constraint and a wide functional range of motion, the glenohumeral joint is susceptible to instability. Anterior shoulder instability remains a significant area of focus and debate within the contemporary sports medicine community, particularly as it relates to young athletes. The current literature is replete with investigations evaluating relative risk and optimal management of shoulder instability. Military surgeons have made several landmark contributions toward this end, and this trend has continued into the modern era among American military colleagues. Accordingly, so-called military “warrior athletes” embody a physically active patient subset at high risk for anterior shoulder instability that is ideal for further focus in this article.

Epidemiology

Current estimates indicate that the rates of anterior shoulder dislocations among military cohorts are an order of magnitude greater than that seen in matched civilian counterparts. A rate of 0.08 per 1000 person-years exists among the rural civilian community of Olmstead County, Minnesota, whereas prior investigations from northern Europe report slightly increased rates of 0.17 to 0.24 in a large-scale, urban setting. Conversely, a nearly 10-fold greater incidence of 1.69 per 1000 person-years exists within the general US military, with increased risk in men, age >30 years, junior enlisted rank, and Army branch of service. There is also a greater prevalence of shoulder instability among men >21 years old serving in the
Israeli Defense Forces. Service academy cadets, new recruits, and those serving in combat deployments demonstrate inherently heightened risk for anterior instability events. At the US Military Academy, there are exponentially greater rates of anterior shoulder instability within a cohort with a risky combination of young patients and the rigors of military activity. Shoulder dislocations occurred in 4.35 cadets per 1000 person-years, but subluxation increased the cumulative rate of anterior instability events to nearly 3% per year and comprised up to 85% of all instability events. While the morbidity of anterior subluxations (or instability events not requiring formal reduction) have been questioned, further radiographic and clinical data have shown a high preponderance of Bankart and Hill-Sachs lesions among cadets, indicating a significant potential for subsequent recurrence with return to full activity.

**EVALUATION**

**Clinical Examination**

In the setting of significant glenoid or bipolar bone loss, shoulder instability may also occur at lower degrees of abduction and/or external rotation and lower energy mechanism of injury, even during sleep. Given the frequency of associated labral lesions or shoulder pathology within military patients, individuals should be carefully scrutinized for superior and posterior labral extension. Underlying global hyperlaxity or incompetency of the inferior glenohumeral ligament complex should be excluded as factors leading to bi- or multidirectional instability, and this can be elucidated with Gagey testing, sulcus sign, and application of the Beighton criteria (ie, score of ≥4). Similarly, posterior instability tests such as the jerk, push-pull, and posterior load and shift tests should be employed to evaluate for instability in this direction.

After primary survey, the shoulder girdle should be carefully evaluated for persistent neurovascular deficits. The axillary nerve is most commonly involved because of its relative proximity with the capsule of the axillary pouch and inferior glenohumeral ligament complex, as well as its tethered position in the quadrilateral space. However, injury to the suprascapular and musculocutaneous nerves and intimal injury or frank dissection of the axillary artery have been described. Sensorimotor evaluation of all peripheral nerve dermatomes and muscle strength should be routinely documented.

**Radiographic Evaluation**

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), with or without intra-articular gadolinium, may help identify the extent of labral tear or associated humeral avulsion of the glenohumeral ligament (HAGL), tissue medialization, chondral pathology, capsular volume or redundancy, and characterization of glenohumeral bone loss. For more precise quantification and localization of evident bipolar osseous involvement, computed tomography (CT) with 2- and 3-dimensional reconstructions may also be considered. Three-dimensional CT reconstruction is currently considered the gold standard for the evaluation of bone loss, although MRI has also demonstrated consistent correlation with CT in many studies. Several techniques for classifying attritional glenoid bone loss and Hill-Sachs lesions have been described, and more than 20% to 25% anterior-inferior glenoid loss has been suggested as a critical threshold for increased failure with isolated labral repair. More recently, the lower limit of this bone loss has been questioned, with so-called “subcritical” bone loss of 13.5% leading to suboptimal outcomes with arthroscopic treatment. Additionally, others have recommended use of the so-called “glenoid track” concept based on 3-dimensional CT reconstructions.

---

**Figure 1.** (a) Calculation of the glenoid track. The inferior two-thirds of the glenoid approximates a circle, and the diameter of this circle represents the expected diameter of the glenoid. The glenoid track is calculated as 0.83 × diameter (yellow circle). Bone loss (red line) is measured as the distance from the edge of the circle to the edge of the remaining bone (black line) and is subtracted from the glenoid track measure. (b) Calculation of the Hill-Sachs lesion (HSL). On sagittal view, demonstrating the maximum bone defect, the HSL is the distance from the insertion of the rotator cuff to the medial edge of the HSL. The yellow line represents the Hill-Sachs defect, and the red line represents the bone bridge between it and the insertion of the cuff. These lines are added together to characterize the Hill-Sachs lesion used in the calculation of the glenoid track.
to preoperatively ascertain whether a Hill-Sachs lesion is engaging (ie, “off track”) and requires additional (eg, remplissage) or more aggressive initial management (Figure 1).29-31,48 Longer-term studies have demonstrated a 75% unsatisfactory outcome with nonoperative management of anterior shoulder instability.50

Risk Stratification

Several patient-specific factors have long been recognized as risks for recurrence of shoulder instability. Taken together, they reflect the demographics of a military population quite closely and explain why this pathology is so commonly encountered among the US active-duty population. Chief among these risk factors is young age. In his classic 1956 article, Rowe56 stratified recurrence risk for anterior instability by age. Patients between the ages of 10 and 20 years incurred an 83% recurrence rate, those 20 to 40 years had 63% recurrence, and patients older than 40 years suffered only 16% recurrence.56 Multiple other studies have confirmed young age as a risk factor in both conservatively and operatively treated unstable shoulders. Activity level has also been a well-recognized risk for failure. Most traumatic shoulder instability is the result of an athletic activity, and contact and collision athletes are certainly at increased risk for recurrence.3,14,56 Finally, male sex is a well-recognized risk factor for recurrence of instability. A recent meta-analysis concluded that male sex placed those with a first-time dislocation at more than 3-fold greater risk for recurrence than their female counterparts.42 Thus, the typical clinical picture for the unstable shoulder is a young man who is involved in competitive sports and particular contact activities. As this is also the picture of the active duty man, it is no wonder the military provides such a rich experience in treating the unstable shoulder.

MANAGEMENT

Early Nonoperative Treatment

While glenohumeral reduction, brief sling immobilization, and graduated involvement with physical therapy are well established after an acute anterior instability event, debate still lingers on the ideal method for subsequent management. The Bankart lesion, or other labral tear variant such as a glenolabral articular disruption (GLAD) or anterior labral periosteal sleeve avulsion (ALPSA), is usually a “lesion of necessity” for subsequent shoulder instability and is present among 79% and 100% of patients with first-time shoulder dislocations.2,12,31,48

However, despite the high prevalence of this pathoanatomy, rates of recurrent instability may vary more widely depending on the demographic patient sample, particularly among those of younger age. Despite best clinical practices, nonoperative management of primary anterior shoulder instability is associated with significant short-term morbidity, with increased time lost to injury, subsequent instability events in 39% to 94% of patients, and the potential for worsening chondrolabral and ligamentous pathology.29,31,48,53,59,65 Longer-term studies have also demonstrated a 75% unsatisfactory outcome with nonoperative management of anterior shoulder instability.50

Nevertheless, nonoperative initial management may play a role in situations such as the in-season athlete. An accelerated rehabilitation program for the in-season athlete desiring an early return to function has been advocated. In a civilian athletic population with in-season instability events, 87% of athletes returned to in-season competition, with 41% of those sustaining an additional instability event and two-thirds of patients requiring eventual surgery.14 With in-season instability in an intercollegiate population of service academy athletes, 73% returned to play at a mean 5 days while 64% of athletes sustained an additional instability event in season.22

First-Time Traumatic Dislocation

Controversy exists in management decisions in the first-time dislocator. Traditional treatment has dictated a trial of conservative management, with surgery reserved for those in whom this approach fails. However, this classic dogma has been challenged by several well-performed studies, both within and outside of the military setting. Within the West Point cadet population, both showed significant relative risk reduction (92% vs 16%95 and 80% vs 14%,2 respectively) in subsequent shoulder instability with primary arthroscopic stabilization at short-term follow-up using a glenoid staple and transglenoid repair technique. Using a suture anchor technique, persistent benefits of early arthroscopic Bankart repair with excellent functional and patient-reported outcomes at long term were seen at a mean 11.7-year follow-up in young military patients.45 Six patients (14.3%) sustained recurrent dislocation and required revision stabilization, while 9 patients (21.4%) indicated subsequent subluxation events. A prospective randomized control trial comparing arthroscopic repair with nonoperative treatment among 24 young, male military servicemembers (mean age, 22.4 years) presenting to a single center with primary anterior dislocation was performed.12 At mean 3-year follow-up, 75% of patients randomized to the nonoperative treatment experienced failure, whereas only 1 in 9 patients (11.1%) experienced recurrent instability. Among high-risk civilian demographics, this paradigm shift has gained significant support, including several level 1 studies30,31,53 and Markov decision modeling.95 Arthroscopic Bankart repair has a dramatically lower recurrent dislocation rate (7% vs 38%), improved patient-reported outcomes, and greater levels of return to sport than patients receiving arthroscopic lavage.12 Economic and decision analysis have also established arthroscopic stabilization as the preferred treatment strategy and a more cost-effective method than nonoperative management in patients aged 15 to 25 years.9,17

Recurrent Instability

Despite earlier surgical interventions among military cohorts, many servicemembers still present with untreated recurrent anterior instability. With chronic persistent subluxations or dislocation, capsular stretch, inferior glenohumeral ligament laxity, and labral tear extension may exacerbate underlying pathology and contribute to the development of bidirectional instability or other potential pain generators. The arthroscopic Bankart repair has long been an established treatment for anterior shoulder instability, while rates of the historical gold standard—open Bankart repair—have demonstrated continued decline among practicing surgeons.47 No statistically significant
differences were seen in a randomized controlled trial of West Point cadets undergoing open and arthroscopic Bankart repair for anterior subluxation. In an earlier level 1 trial of 61 military patients, comparable clinical outcomes were seen between open and arthroscopic stabilization for recurrent shoulder instability, although open procedures had significantly longer operative times and greater losses in motion. Open Bankart repair was associated with failure in revision surgery among 3865 triservice military patients, although this may be susceptible to selection or indication bias. Other investigators have reported contrary results, demonstrating 2 times the failure rate for arthroscopic fixation compared with an open approach in a level 1 study. In contact athletes, arthroscopic stabilization demonstrated 2 times the failure rate compared with an open approach. Thus, there remains significant controversy in the operative management of anterior shoulder instability, and while both approaches hold merit, further study is necessary to determine the nuance of application of various techniques.

Primary shoulder instability is characteristically associated with shallow, on-track Hill-Sachs lesions, while repeated instability events lead to a heightened risk of further bony erosion and engaging bipolar defects. More complex osseous lesions must be critically evaluated to ensure comprehensive management. While the glenoid has traditionally been the area of focus, characteristics of the Hill-Sachs lesion have recently received increased attention. Though often ill-defined, clinically significant humeral-based defects may be effectively treated with remplissage as a nonanatomic complement to arthroscopic anterior stabilization (Figure 2). A randomized clinical trial comparing remplissage and Bankart reconstruction to Bankart alone demonstrated no recurrences in the combined group compared with 20% recurrence in the isolated group. Patients with moderate bone loss and engaging Hill-Sachs lesions had no recurrence after primary instability repair with combined remplissage and Bankart repair (0%). There was less success in revision surgery, with a recurrence rate of 36% in that population. Cases of combined and/or critical bone loss (with or without engagement) are indicated for anterior bone block procedures.

In one of the largest surveys of isolated labral repairs among 3854 military patients, only 5% of the cohort underwent revision stabilization for subsequent instability, but an additional 8.8% underwent shoulder-related medical discharge at short-term, postoperative follow-up. Contrary to previously established thresholds, lower Western Ontario Shoulder Instability (WOSI) scores were seen after arthroscopic Bankart reconstruction in military patients with subcritical glenoid bone loss of greater than 13.5%, even in patients who did not sustain a recurrence of instability. The additive effect of bipolar, subcritical bone loss compromises the biomechanical efficacy of the Bankart procedure, even with as little as 2 mm anterior glenoid defect. These studies underscore the importance of patient-reported measures in outcome reporting, careful scrutiny of preoperative imaging, and personalized surgical management, as these extend beyond the traditional limited endpoints of instability recurrence and surgical revision.

Revision Setting

When prior arthroscopic or open stabilization fails, it is of paramount importance to critically evaluate the reasons for failure. Traumatic anterior instability may recur with continued at-risk activity, but technical error (eg, inadequate mobilization or tissue tensioning, poor anchor position, compromised knot security, and/or inadequate points of fixation), unrecognized pathology, bone loss, diminished tissue quality, patient noncompliance, and/or inadequate rehabilitation are more common contributing factors. With technical errors and minimal bone loss, revision anterior capsulolabral reconstruction may be appropriately considered with recurrent instability or positional apprehension. Alternatively, anterior glenoid augmentation may also have merit, and sources of bone graft may include the coracoid, iliac crest, distal clavicle, and allograft sources. The modified Latarjet procedure offers benefits related to its reconstitution of normal glenoid stock but also exhibits inherent advantages because of its so-called “sling effect” with associated conjoint tendon transfer (Figure 3). In a previous series of 64 military patients with a high preponderance of failed prior procedure
(78%) and subsequent Latarjet (91%), nearly 70% of patients were able to return to high-demand occupational function after anterior bone block surgery, and 23% reported apprehension or transient subluxation, although no episodes of anterior dislocation were noted. A 15.2% rate of recurrent instability was seen among Navy Midshipmen at a mean 7 years after modified Bristow procedure, indicating a slightly lower recurrence rate in the primary treatment setting. With larger glenoid defects, the Eden-Hybinette procedure (ie, tricortical iliac crest) or distal tibial allograft transplantation may be more effective to reconstruct the native anatomy. More recently, iliac crest) or distal tibial allograft transplantation may be more effective to reconstruct the native anatomy.8,28,52

CONCLUSION

Within the US military, anterior shoulder instability is a common source of disability that may have long-term repercussions on upper extremity function and occupational outcomes. Young, active male servicemembers and other high-risk subsets with first-time anterior instability should be carefully evaluated for primary arthroscopic Bankart repair. There is still no consensus on the ideal management of complex, recurrent anterior shoulder instability or cases of failed primary anterior stabilization. Isolated primary or revision Bankart repair, either arthroscopic or open, should be considered with limited anterior glenoid involvement and reasonable tissue quality. Alternatively, other potential options such as remplissage or anterior glenoid bone augmentation procedures should be preferentially considered for off-track or clinically significant bipolar defects.
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